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Abstract

Introduction: Chronic pain associates with various sleep problems. Patients with

complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) often report impaired sleep, but objective

measurements of sleep in CRPS patients are scarce. Neuromodulation with repeti-

tive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can alleviate pain and improve sleep.

Secondary somatosensory cortex (S2) is a possible rTMS target for the treatment of

chronic pain, but the effect of S2-targeted rTMS on sleep is unknown.

Methods: This randomized, sham-controlled trial assessed the effect of S2-targeted

rTMS on sleep in patients with CRPS. Patients (n = 31) received either S2-targeted

rTMS (10 Hz) or sham stimulation for 3 weeks. The effect of treatment on sleep

was assessed with validated questionnaires, with a sleep and pain diary, and with a

consumer-grade sleep tracker, theOura ring. In addition to an ordinary univariate anal-

ysis of the results, we conducted multivariate testing of the Oura data using linear

discriminant analysis (LDA).

Results: S2-targeted rTMS decreased sleep restlessness that significantly differed

between the rTMS and sham stimulation patient groups (p= .028). In the multivariate

analysis of the Oura data, LDA classification accuracy to separate the rTMS and sham

groups exceeded 95% confidence level in four out of the seven tested models. In the

subjective evaluation of sleep, the effect of rTMS and sham did not differ.

Conclusion: S2-targeted rTMS influenced sleep in patients with CRPS. Improved sleep

may enhance CRPS symptom alleviation and be of clinical importance. A univariate

analysis could separate the rTMS and sham treatments. The multivariate analysis

revealed that including multiple sleep-related parameters can be beneficial when ana-

lyzing rTMS effects on sleep. As sleep is related both to pain and quality of life, and

sleep rTMS can be directly affected by rTMS, objective monitoring of sleep in various

future rTMS trials could be fruitful.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original work is properly cited.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Insufficient sleep and pain are highly interrelated, and sleep distur-

bance is a risk factor for developing and exacerbating chronic pain both

in the general population and in those with various pain conditions

(Finan et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2018). For example, most patients

with fibromyalgia or rheumatoid arthritis report poor sleep quality

(Bigatti et al., 2008; Sariyildiz et al., 2014). Manifestations of frag-

mented sleep, suchas increasedwakefulness after sleeponset (WASO),

increased number of awakenings, reduction of total sleep time (TST),

prolonged sleep onset latency (SOL), and decreased sleep efficiency

(SE), are common findings in the polysomnography (PSG) of chronic

pain patients (Bjurstrom& Irwin, 2016). Relatively little is known, how-

ever, about the role of sleep in complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS).

To the best of our knowledge, only one study has assessed sleep in

CRPS patients with objective measurements, revealing a high number

of awakenings and arousals in all five examined patients (van de Beek

et al., 2002).

Repetitive transcranialmagnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a noninvasive

neuromodulation method that has proven efficacious in neuropathic

pain. A few studies have reported analgesic effects of rTMS also in

CRPS patients (Picarelli et al., 2010; Pleger et al., 2004). For the anal-

gesic effect, rTMS is usually targeted to the primary motor cortex.

We have recently shown that the secondary somatosensory cortex

(S2) may also be a promising target for rTMS (Ojala et al., 2021).

rTMS also appears effective in certain sleep disorders, especially pri-

mary insomnia (PI) and restless legs syndrome (RLS), whereas rTMS

results in many other sleep disorders are inconsistent (Lanza et al.,

2023; Oroz et al., 2021). Importantly, studies assessing the efficacy of

rTMS on sleep with objective measurements, for example, PSG, are

scarce. In patients with insomnia, rTMS targeted to the frontal cor-

tex resulted in improvements of PSG parameters TST, SE, SOL, and

WASO (Sánchez-Escandón et al., 2014), and rTMS targeted to the

right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex improved sleep architecture (Jiang

et al., 2013).

The exact mechanisms of how noninvasive brain stimulation

improves sleep are only partially known. Some sleep disorders asso-

ciate with distinctive patterns of neurophysiological alterations, which

provide a rationale for different neuromodulatory protocols (Lanza

et al., 2023). The local effects of specific rTMS protocols are rea-

sonably well studied, but wide-ranging network effects, for example,

via neurotransmitter release, remain poorly understood (Dayan et al.,

2013; Fitzgerald et al., 2006). One proposed mechanism for neuro-

modulative sleep enhancement is the restoration of sleep homeostasis

and neural plasticity (Lanza et al., 2022; Lanza et al., 2023). Data

about the effect of S2-targeted rTMS on sleep is limited. In patients

with neuropathic orofacial pain, a single session of S2-targeted rTMS

did not affect self-reported sleep quality (Lindholm et al., 2016). No

studies have so far assessed the effect of S2-targeted rTMS on sleep

with objectivemeasurements.

This study explores sleep in CRPS patients by assessing polygraphic

biosignals recorded by amultisensory sleep tracker, theOura ring. Sev-

eral validation studies have compared the Oura ring with PSG (De

Zambotti et al., 2019; Kinnunen, 2016; Miller et al., 2022; Roberts

et al., 2020), andOura appears to detect sleep andwake accurately.We

hypothesized that S2-targeted rTMShas aneffect on sleep, either inde-

pendently or associated with possible analgesic effects, and aimed to

assess whether we could use Oura ring to capture these changes. We

examined different sleep parameters with a univariate analysis and,

to gain a more comprehensive view of possible rTMS effects on sleep,

also applied a multivariate analysis to the Oura data using a machine

learning approach.

2 METHODS

This trial was part of a multicenter-randomized controlled trial assess-

ing the effect of rTMS targeted to the right S2 on pain in patients with

CRPS. A single center (Helsinki) of this larger study included the Oura

ring assessment of sleep in the study protocol. Results of the whole

multicenter study, focusing on pain and quality of life, will be published

elsewhere (manuscript in preparation).

2.1 Patients

Eligible patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria (CRPS 1 or 2 of

the upper limb, duration ≥6 months, age ≥18 years, mean pain inten-

sity≥5/10, conventional therapies have been tried or continuewithout

significant relief) were recruited from the Helsinki University Hospi-

tal Pain Clinic, Private clinics, and via advertisements to social media

in a private CRPS patient group (Figure 1). Exclusion criteria were

other ongoing stimulation therapy apart from transcutaneous nerve

stimulation, major psychiatric condition, neurodegenerative or other

neurological disease, use of strong opioids, epilepsy, any contraindica-

tions to MRI or TMS, abuse of alcohol or drugs, and ongoing insurance

or other entitlement cases.

The study was approved by the Helsinki University Hospital

Ethics Committee and was registered in the ClinicalTrials.gov

(NCT04439669). All eligible patients signed the informed consent.

2.2 Intervention

The patients were randomized into two parallel groups, rTMS and

sham, in a 2:1 proportion. Each patient received 10 sessions of rTMS
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F IGURE 1 Flow diagram of patient enrollment.

(biphasic figure of 8 coil, 10 Hz, trains of 100 pulses, 30-s inter train

interval with a 10-min break in themiddle of each session, summing up

to 1500 pulses per session) during a 3-week period (protocol adapted

from a previous rTMS study targeting S2 (Lindholm et al., 2015)). The

rTMS was targeted to the right S2 (irrespective of CRPS side) with

an MRI-guided navigation system (eXimia magnetic stimulator, Nexs-

tim Plc), and the target was manually tagged on individual brain MRIs,

based on known anatomic landmarks. The stimulation intensity for S2

was 90% of the individual resting motor threshold. For sham, we used

a similar protocol as for the rTMS treatment, but we attached a 75-mm

plastic block between the TMS coil and scalp to attenuate themagnetic

field reaching the brain. The patients, the screening neurologist, and

the researchnursewereblinded to the typeof stimulation,whereas the

researcher operating the TMSwas aware of the stimulation type.

2.3 Sleep recordings with OURA ring

We used a multisensory sleep-tracker, the Oura ring (Generation 1,

Ōura Health), to assess sleep and other user-derived biosignals, such

as activity, heart rate variability, and skin temperature in the patients.

Previous validation studies (De Zambotti et al., 2019; Kinnunen, 2016;

Roberts et al., 2020) report that the Oura ring gives a good estima-

tion of the following night-level summaries of sleep, which we chose

as the most reliable Oura-variables to our study: TST (Oura variable

“total”; total amount of sleep registered during the sleep period), SOL

(“onset latency”; latency from the start of the sleep period to the begin-

ning of the first 5 min of persistent sleep) and awake time after sleep

onset (“awake”; total amount of awake time registered during the sleep

period). As chronic pain can also associatewith increased arousals dur-

ing sleep (Abdulaziez & Asaad, 2012; Jennum et al., 1993; Mahowald

et al., 1989; van de Beek et al., 2002), we also examined the parameter

“restless” (percentage of sleep time when the user was moving) of the

Oura data.

Patients were instructed to wear the Oura ring in the healthy hand

for five consecutive days in two separate periods: The week before

rTMS-stimulation and the week after the stimulation had ended.

Patients chose the best fitting Oura ring from different test ring sizes,

and the researchnurse collected theOuradata after recording periods.

Patients were not allowed to access their Oura data during the trial.

2.4 Questionnaires

Patients filled in a set of validated questionnaires, including the Insom-

nia Severity Index (ISI) (Bastien et al., 2001) and Brief Pain Inventory

(Cleeland & Ryan, 1994), before and 1 month after the intervention. In

addition, the patients recorded daily their current pain intensity on a

numeric rating scale (NRS) from 0 to 10 (0: no pain, 10: worst imag-

inable pain). Each morning the patients estimated how much the pain

had interfered with their sleep. Patients kept this pain–sleep diary for

7 weeks, beginning 2 weeks before the rTMS intervention, during the

3-week rTMS intervention, and for 2 weeks after it.

2.5 Statistics

Normally distributed questionnaire data, self-reported pain, and sleep

interference NRS values were analyzed with a mixed model analysis

of variance (ANOVA) using a between-subjects factor “treatment” and

a within-subject factor “time.” Correlation of different self-reported

parameters was tested with Pearson’s product-moment correlation.

In the evaluation of Oura data at baseline and after the interven-

tion, we only included those recorded periods that comprised more

than one night of Oura data in each patient. Across the patients, Oura

data were collected during 5.1 ± 0.9 (mean ± SD) and 4.9 ± 1.2 nights

in the pretreatment phase and during 4.4 ± 0.9 and 4.1 ± 1.3 nights in

the posttreatment phase from the rTMS and sham groups. There were

no differences in the number of nights between the two groups (inde-

pendent samples t-test, p > .65 both for the pre- and posttreatment

phase).

We tested, with univariate statistical tests and in a multivari-

ate machine learning framework, whether the rTMS-treatment had

induced changes in the sleep patterns between the pre- and post-

treatment phases. Univariate testing was conducted by comparing the

effect of rTMSand shamstimulationon the fourOuravariables (change

between the pre- and posttreatment phase in the median values

across nights) using nonparametric Mann–Whitney U-tests. Multivari-

ate testing was conducted using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to

determinewhether the two trial groups (sham and rTMS) could be sep-

arated from each other. We used the functions implemented in the

MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox, and the LDA was

conducted using the default parameters within the fitcdiscr function.

In the LDA, we first tested whether the four variables showed signifi-

cant correlations between each other by comparing the change in their

mean values between the pre- and posttreatment phases across all

variable combinations.

Significant linear correlation was detected between “awake” and

“restless” (p = .027) and the correlation approached significance

between “awake” and “onset_latency” and “total” (p= .070 and p= .072,

respectively); no significant correlations were detected among “rest-

less,” “onset_latency,” and “total” (p > .3 for all combinations). Accord-

ingly, the variable “awake”was excluded from themultivariate analysis.

In the LDA, we constructed seven different models representing all

possible combinations of the three variables (“onset_latency,” “total,”
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and “restless”). That is, one model consisted of all three variables,

whereas three different models were constructed with two variables

and one variable, respectively.

In the LDA, we first trained the model across all patients using the

differences between individual pre- and posttreatment nights in the

Oura variables. Subsequently, the model was tested using Oura data

from different individual nights than those used for the training data

to determine how many patients the model could correctly classify to

the right group. Thesephaseswere repeated10,000 timesby randomly

sampling the individual nights used for the training and testing data.

For each round, themean classification accuracy across the 17 patients

was stored, and the mean classification value across the 10,000 ran-

domizations was taken as the total classification accuracy for each

of the 7 models. The significance of the classification accuracy was

evaluated by using permutation testing. This procedure followed the

computation of the classification accuracy, but before the 10,000 ran-

dom samplings of individual nights for the training and testing data,

the labels of the rTMS and sham groups were permuted 1000 times.

Here, we kept the sizes of the two groups the same as for the origi-

nal data (10 patients in the rTMS and 7 in the sham group). The mean

classification scores were stored for each permutation round, and the

95% confidence levels were computed from these distributions for

each of the seven models. The p-values of each model were computed

by comparing the classification accuracy to this permutation-based

distribution.

Finally, to evaluate association of changes in pain with sleep

parameters, we tested the correlation of change in each OURA

parameter with the percentage of pain reduction (calculated as

(NRSPOST−NRSPRE)/NRSPRE ×100%)withPearson’s product-moment

correlation. Statistical analysis (except for multivariate testing) was

conducted in R (R Core Team, 2020), and alpha level of .05 denoted

statistical significance.

3 RESULTS

Of the 31 recruited patients, 21 had Oura data available from the

pretreatment period of more than 1 night. Of these 21 patients, 17

patients had a complete data set with pre- and posttreatment Oura-

data and ISI questionnaires. The reported baseline values included all

21 patients, and the analysis of treatment effects included 17 patients

(10 in rTMS group and 7 in sham group).

3.1 Self-reported sleep and pain

At baseline, patients reported subthreshold (ISI score 8–14) to mod-

erate (15–21) insomnia in the ISI questionnaire (Table 1). Pain inter-

ference with sleep (median of the week before the intervention)

correlated positively with the ISI questionnaire (r(18) = .54, p = .013).

There was a trend for sleep interference to associate with higher pain

levels, but this correlation was not statistically significant (r(18) = .40,

p= .083).

The ISI score 1 month after the intervention did not significantly

differ from baseline (mean difference in rTMS group −.5, SD 4.6, and

in sham group −1.1, SD 3.2; mixed ANOVA main effect of “time”

p = .43, interaction of “treatment” × “time” p = .76). The pain-related

sleep interference during the week before the intervention (median

NRS) did not differ from the week after the intervention (mean dif-

ference in rTMS group −.17, SD 2.3, and in sham group −1.2, SD 2.0;

mixed ANOVA main effect of “time” p = .27, interaction of “treat-

ment” × “time” p = .40). One month after the intervention, CRPS

interference on sleep had decreased in both groups, with no signifi-

cant difference between the groups (rTMS group mean change −2.0,

SD=2.0; shammean change−1.6, SD=2.1;mixedANOVAmain effect

of “time” p= .003, interaction of “treatment”× “time” p= .67).

The pain intensity in NRS after the intervention had decreased in

both groups, but therewas no significant difference between the rTMS

(change in NRS −.44, SD = 1.0) and sham groups (change in NRS −1.6,

SD = 1.3, mixed ANOVA main effect of “time” p = .003, interaction of

“treatment”× “time” p= .068).

3.2 Oura data

Table 2 presents the Oura parameters of 21 patients at baseline.

When assessing the effect of the intervention, univariate analysis of

changeson individualOuraparameters revealed significantdifferences

between the rTMS and sham groups only for the parameter “restless”

(p = .028). The effect sizes of rTMS and sham on each Oura parameter

are visualized in Figure 2. The change in pain levels correlated inversely

with the changes in “restless” (r=−.54, p= .030), as a greater reduction

in pain levels tended to associate with increased restlessness. Other

Oura parameters did not correlate significantly with pain reduction.

3.3 Oura data: multivariate testing

In the machine learning framework, we evaluated across the seven dif-

ferent models whether LDA would allow separating the two patient

groups based on the effects of the rTMS treatment on the sleep data

(see Table 3). Out of the sevenmodels, four showed classification accu-

racies that exceeded the 95% confidence levels. The smallest p-value

was observed for themodel composed of the variables “onset_latency”

and “restless.”

4 DISCUSSION

S2-targeted rTMS influenced sleep in CRPS patients, seen as a reduc-

tion of restlessness as measured by the Oura ring. Furthermore, mul-

tivariate testing using machine learning-based classification showed

that four out of the seven tested models led to classification accura-

cies exceeding 95% confidence levels. Thus, monitoring changes across

multiple Oura variables allowed separating the rTMS and sham groups

from each other.
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TABLE 1 Patient characteristics and questionnaire data at baseline.

Number of all patients n= 21

Age (years) 46 (12)

Sex (female/male) 18 (86%)/3 (14%)

Duration of CRPS (years) 2.2 (0.7–16)

>1 year 17 (81%)

CRPS type (Type I/Type II) 15 (71%)/6 (29%)

BPI sleep interference 6.4 (2.7)

ISI score 13 (5.9)

Pain–sleep diary (pre-weekmedian)

Pain in the evening 5.9 (1.6)

Pain interfering with sleep 3.9 (2.2)

Note: Data shown as count (%), mean (SD), or median [range].

Abbreviations: BPI, brief pain inventory; CRPS, complex regional pain syndrome; ISI, Insomnia Severity Index; SD, standard deviation.

TABLE 2 Baseline Oura data.

Oura variable

Sleep efficiency (“efficiency”) 88% (6.3%)

Restlessness of sleep time (“restless”) 43% [40%]

Sleep onset latency (“onset_latency”) (min) 7 [12]

Wake after sleep onset (“awake”) (min) 59 (31)

Total sleep time (“total”) (min) 443 (72)

Light sleep (N1 or N2) 55% (12%)

Deep sleep (N3) 12% (10%)

REM sleep 30% (10%)

Note: Data shown as groupmean (SD) or median [IQR] of the individual pre-interventionweekmedian values.

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; REM, rapid eyemovement.

F IGURE 2 Changes in eachOura parameter after repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and sham treatment. Box andwhisker
plots display themedian (thick line), 25%–75% interquartile range (IQR, the boxes), and the smallest and largest values not greater than 1.5*IQR
from the hinge (whiskers). “*” denotes p-value less than .05.

Chronic painwith impaired quality of sleep is awell-knownproblem,

and they interact in a bidirectional manner (Bjurstrom & Irwin, 2016).

Individuals with chronic pain are, for example, 18 times more likely to

have insomnia than those without chronic pain (Tang et al., 2007). On

the other hand, sleep disturbances may affect key processes in chronic

pain maintenance including microglia activation and endogenous pain

inhibition (Finan et al., 2013;Huang et al., 2014). Disrupted sleep conti-

nuity is a frequent finding inpatientswith chronic pain, andPSGstudies

have revealed increased light sleep and decreased slow-wave sleep.

However, these changes in sleep architecture have been inconsistent

(Bjurstrom& Irwin, 2016).

Data about sleep among CRPS patients is scarce, consisting mostly

of subjective sleep measurements. Galer et al. (2000) reported that

the majority of CRPS patients suffered from sleep disturbance. Their
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TABLE 3 The linear discriminant analysis (LDA)-based classification results (accuracy, 95% confidence levels and p-values for the significant
models) for the seven testedmodels.

Model variables Accuracy 95%Confidence level p-Value

onset_latency, total, restless 59.7788 59.4921 .042

total, restless 60.7976 60.5515 .045

onset_latency, restless 62.4382 61.1129 .027

onset_latency, total 53.9106 59.4726 n.s.

onset_latency 56.7441 61.2021 n.s.

total 56.0112 60.1059 n.s.

restless 62.7894 61.7406 .033

estimation of sleep interference (BPI score 6.1) was of similar magni-

tude as in our patient cohort (Table 1). Objective sleep measurements

in CRPS patients, however, are lacking. Therefore, our baseline Oura

data (Table 2) are a valuable data set by itself, providing objective

insight into sleep in patients with CRPS. With consumer-grade wear-

able devices becoming increasingly popular (Miller et al., 2022), more

reports on Oura results (and other consumer wearables) in various

conditions are likely to emerge and comparison, for example, among

different pain conditions will become feasible.

The effect of rTMS on sleep is complex and depends on the rTMS

target area and the chosen stimulation protocol, among others. For

example, in PI, rTMS targeted to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

might inhibit the over-excited state associated with PI, and this could

lead to improved sleep (Nardone et al., 2020; Oroz et al., 2021). The

neurophysiologic effects of S2-targeted rTMSarepoorly studied. rTMS

in general can modulate the level of several neurotransmitters (e.g.,

Malik et al., 2018; Michael et al., 2003; Poh et al., 2019), and some

evidence suggests that S2-targeted rTMS increases excitatory neu-

rotransmitter levels (Fregni et al., 2011). In addition, the functional

connectivity of the rTMS target area might also be important for the

rTMS effect, and the analgesic effect of S2-targeted rTMS has been

suggested tobeattributed to the rich interconnectionsbetweenS2and

insula (Fregni et al., 2011; Lindholm et al., 2015).

S2-targeted rTMS was significantly more effective than sham in

decreasing restlessness during sleep. Univariate analysis did not reveal

other significant changes in the Oura-measured parameters, but our

machine learning-assisted multivariate analysis revealed that includ-

ing multiple parameters in the classification improved results. The

model utilizing parameters “restless” and “onset_latency” yielded clas-

sification accuracy with the lowest p-value, and two other multivariate

models were statistically significant as well. Thus, we interpret that

even though a univariate model could in this study reveal the differ-

ence in theeffect on sleepbetween the rTMSand shamgroup, inclusion

of multiple sleep-related parameters can add relevant information and

improve the analysis of rTMS effects on sleep. The effect of rTMS on

sleep was not captured in the ISI questionnaire or in the pain–sleep

diary. This highlights the importance of objective sleep measurements,

to better understand the neurophysiological effects of noninvasive

neuromodulative treatments.

In this study sample, the analgesic effect of S2-targeted rTMS did

not differ from sham. Pain reduction, surprisingly, associated with an

increase in sleep restlessness, but other sleep-related parameters did

not correlate with the pain reduction. Thus, the beneficial effect of

S2-targeted rTMS on sleep does not seem to be secondary to the pos-

sible analgesic effect of the intervention. A recent fMRI-EEG study

suggested that insula, among other brain areas, is part of a network

that affects arousability during sleep (Kokkinos et al., 2019). The con-

nections of S2 with insula could thus provide an explanation to why

S2-targeted rTMS could independently decrease restlessness during

sleep.We targeted only the right S2with rTMSbecause some evidence

suggests a lateralization of the pain matrix and an analgesic effect of

S2-stimulation on the right side (Fregni et al., 2005; Hsieh et al., 1995;

Symonds et al., 2006), but the effect of left S2 stimulation on sleep

remains unknown.

A number of studies have revealed neurophysiological abnormal-

ities at the cortical level in CRPS (Zangrandi et al., 2021). Several

primary sleep disorders also share some of these aspects with CRPS

(Lanza et al., 2015) and, for example, RLS and CRPS both associate

with reduced intracortical inhibition of the sensorimotor cortex. We

did not evaluate the presence of RLS symptoms in our patients, but

a natural future progression would be to assess whether S2-targeted

rTMS can improve sleep in primary sleep disorders, or RLS specifically,

considering its association with the sensorimotor system.

4.1 Methodological considerations

The rTMS effect on sleep was assessed with two subjective items

and four objective Oura variables. None of these were predefined as

a primary outcome measure, and thus concurrent analysis of several

parameters increases the risk of false-positive results. The sample size

for this study was defined by the power analysis of the multicenter

study, utilizing different outcome variables than in this study.

As themost significant LDA-basedmodel utilized multiple variables

(“restless” and “onset_latency”), the findings suggest that it is beneficial

to consider simultaneously multiple sleep measures when examining

the effects of rTMS treatment on sleep. However, as the variable

“restless” that yielded significant results in the univariate analysis was
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included in all the LDA-basedmodels with significant findings, the pos-

sible benefits of multivariate analyses in examining the effects of rTMS

treatment on sleep need to be verified in a larger patient cohort.

The small patient cohort limited the number of Oura variables that

could be considered in the analyses. TheOura ring provides 13 original

measures that could have been used in the multivariate analyses. As

our sample consisted of a total of 17 patients, we restricted the testing

to the four most likely candidates based on previous studies. However,

a recent validation study suggests that several consumer wearables,

including the Oura ring, provide reasonable estimations of sleep stage

classification as well (Miller et al., 2022), and this could perhaps be

included in the analysis models in the future. In a larger cohort, all pos-

sible measures and their combinations could be considered, allowing

the identification of the most relevant and robust measures to follow

the effects of rTMS-based intervention on sleep.

Another limiting factorwas the small amount of data from individual

patients. On average, Oura data were collected during about five and

four nights in the pre- and posttreatment phases, respectively. How-

ever, in several patients, data were available only from three nights

either in the pre- or posttreatment phase. Thus, the LDA-based anal-

yses were conducted using data from individual nights only in both the

training and testingphase.Accordingly, the classificationanalyseswere

likely considerably affected by random variability in the sleep patterns

across individual nights. The collection of Oura data for longer periods

both in the pre- and-post treatment phases would allow, for example,

averaging of data from individual nights, leading to more stable esti-

mates of theOura variables andmore robust dissociation of the patient

groups as well as more robust identification of the key sleepmeasures.

As no general normative values for Oura variables exist, we cannot

determine if the sleep-related values in CRPS patients were abnormal

as compared with people without pain. Additionally, as there was no

significant improvement in self-reported sleep after the intervention,

the clinical relevance of the S2-targeted rTMS effect on sleep remains

to be studied inmore detail.

5 CONCLUSIONS

S2-targeted rTMS might be beneficial in improving sleep in CRPS

patients. Amachine learning–based analysis acrossmultipleOura vari-

ables could be used to dissociate the rTMS and sham groups from

each other. Thus, considering multiple sleep-related parameters is

worthwhile to increase knowledge of the neurophysiological effects of

noninvasive neuromodulative treatments. Future studies with larger

samples and other rTMS targets are required to confirm these results

and to better understand the interplay of sleep and rTMS effects in

CRPS.
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